E fficiency scores of production units are generally measured relative to an estimated production frontier. Nonparametric estimators (DEA, FDH, ···) are based on a finite sample of observed production units. The bootstrap is one easy way to analyze the sensitivity of efficiency scores relative to the sampling variations of the estimated frontier. The main point in order to validate the bootstrap is to define a reasonable data-generating process in this complex framework and to propose a reasonable estimator of it. This paper provides a general methodology of bootstrapping in nonparametric frontier models. Some adapted methods are illustrated in analyzing the bootstrap sampling variations of input efficiency measures of electricity plants.
Introduction
The idea of estimating production efficiency scores in a nonparametric framework dates to the original work of Farrell (1957) . The efficiency of production units is typically measured relative to a production frontier, defined as the geometrical locus of optimal production plans. This frontier may be estimated (nonparametrically) from a set of n observed production units.
The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach develops Farrell's ideas and is based on linear programming techniques. When allowing for variable returns to scale, the frontier is taken as the boundary of the convex hull of the set of observations in input/output space. This approach relies on convexity assumptions of the attainable set of production plans (see, e.g., Charnes et al. 1978 or Färe et al. 1985 . The Free Disposal Hull (FDH) method developed by Deprins et al. (1984) extends the idea, allowing nonconvex production sets by relying only on disposability assumptions on inputs and outputs.
Although the literature typically refers to DEA and FDH methods as being deterministic, in both cases efficiency is measured relative to an estimate of the true (but unobserved) production frontier. Since statistical estimators of the frontier are obtained from finite samples, the corresponding measures of efficiency are sensitive to the sampling variations of the obtained frontier. Korostelev et al. (1995a Korostelev et al. ( , 1995b hereafter KST) have shown the consistency of FDH and DEA estimators under very weak general conditions but the obtained rates of convergence are, as with many nonparametric estimators, very slow. The bootstrap introduced by Efron (1979) seems an attractive tool to analyze the sensitivity of measured efficiency scores to sampling variation. Bootstrapping is based on the idea of repeatedly simulating the datagenerating process (DGP), usually through resampling, and applying the original estimator to each simulated sample so that resulting estimates mimic the sampling distribution of the original estimator. In principle, this can be done for any statistic (estimator) defined on the 3b22 0012 Mp 50 Tuesday Nov 17 11:41 AM Man Sci (January) 0012 data, provided the underlying DGP is properly simulated. 2 The primary difficulty in applying bootstrap methods in complex situations, such as the case of nonparametric frontier estimation, lies in simulating the DGP. 3 In the case of nonparametric frontier estimation, one must first clearly define a model of the DGP. If the DGP is not specified a priori, we cannot know whether the bootstrap mimics the sampling distribution of the estimators of interest, or some other distribution.
This paper proposes a bootstrap strategy motivated through reasonable assumptions regarding the DGP. Section 2 presents the general framework of frontier models and discusses the bootstrap within the context of this framework. We show how the bootstrap analog of the DGP can approximate the sampling variation of the estimated frontier, allowing us to analyze the sensitivity of the efficiency score of a given production unit. Section 3 briefly reviews some of the nonparametric efficiency estimators that have been proposed in the literature (DEA and FDH), along with their statistical properties. The main results of the paper are presented in §4, where we show a reasonable assumption on the DGP allows one to easily produce a bootstrap version. Special attention is devoted to the smooth bootstrap and its implementation in this framework. The results from this section are applied in §5 to the particular case of nonparametric efficiency estimation. Two algorithms are proposed and compared with other possible approaches. Section 6 provides an empirical illustration of the bootstrap algorithms.
or Efron and Tibshirani (1993) . introduced bootstrapping in the production frontier framework for parametric, nonparametric, and semiparametric models using panel data, while Hall et al. (1995) have investigated the consistency of bootstrap distributions in the context of parametric frontier estimation. The approach in requires that efficiency remain constant over time.
3 DEA represents a complex situation because we are attempting to nonparametrically estimate the boundary of a typically highdimensional production set. In addition, few, if any, assumptions are typically made on the DGP in DEA models. See for additional discussion of this point.
Data Generating Process and
Bootstrap: The General Setup describe the activity of a productive organization by means of the production set C of physically attainable points (x, y):
This set can be described by its sections, either an input requirement set defined ∀ y √ C:
The relationships between the two sets, along with standard assumptions one may reasonably make on them, are discussed in §9.1 of Sheppard (1970) . Convexity of X(y) for all y (and of Y(x) for all x) and disposability of inputs and outputs are the most usual. The Farrell efficiency boundaries are subsets of X(y) (and Y(x) respectively) denoted by ÌX(y) (ÌY(x) respectively):
These may be used to define the Farrell input and output measures of efficiency (respectively) for a given point (x k , y k ):
). The input efficiency score u k°1 represents the feasible proportionate reduction of inputs the production unit could realize if y k were produced efficiently. It will be useful for later development to denote the efficient level of input corresponding to the output level y k as
Note that x Ì (x k Éy k ) is the intersection of ÌX(y k ) and the ray ux k .
Similarly, b k ¢ 1 gives the feasible proportionate increase in outputs the production unit could realize if the given inputs x k were used efficiently. Note that both are radial measures of the distances between (y k , x k ) and the corresponding frontier (ÌX(y k ) or ÌY(x k )). Deprins and Simar (1983) analyze the relations between both measures.
We discuss the bootstrap in terms of input efficiency measures to conserve space. Bootstrapping in the output efficiency case largely involves a straightforward translation of the notation in the following discussion.
Typically, C, X(y), and ÌX(y) are unknown; hence, for a given unit (x k , y k ), u k is also unknown. Suppose that some DGP, P, generates a random sample X Å {(x i , y i )Éi Å 1, . . . , n}. This sample defines, by some method M, the estimators X (y), and Thus, for a given s P C, ÌX(y). unit (x k , y k ), we can estimate its efficiency by
(2.9)
Note that the sampling properties of s s
and consequently of depend on P, which is unknown.
Further, they are difficult to determine when M is complex (as in nonparametric methods). The bootstrap is perhaps most useful in situations such as ours where the sampling properties of estimators are either difficult or impossible to obtain analytically. Suppose that due to our knowledge of P, we can produce a reasonable estimator of P from the data X.
generated by This pseudo-sample defines, by the P P. same method M, the corresponding quantities P C*,
In particular, for the given unit (x k , y k ) s s X*(y), ÌX*(y). its measure of efficiency is given by:
Note that conditionally on X the sampling distributions of the estimators X *(y), and are (in princi- tion of the distribution of conditional on
The bootstrap method is based on the idea that if is P P a reasonable estimator of P, the known bootstrap distributions will mimic the original unknown sampling distributions of the estimators of interest. More specifically, for the efficiency measure u k of a given fixed unit (x k , y k ) we have:
where u k , and by (2.6), (2.9), and (2.10). To be P P* u , u k k more explicit, the analogy defined by (2.11) is valid provided is a consistent estimator of P.
The key expression (2.11) allows us to estimate the bias of the original estimator of u k :
by its bootstrap estimate:
The latter quantity may be approximated through the Monte-Carlo realizations P * u :
Therefore, a bias-corrected estimator of u k is 5 :
The standard error of may be estimated by:
B provides, after correction for bias, confidence intervals for u k . The correction for bias is obtained as follows: we want the corrected empirical density function to be centered on the bias corrected estimator of u k . Hall (1992) . 5 We say that is a bias-corrected estimator, rather than an unbiased Hu k estimator, since the adjustment in (2.15) only makes a first-order correction. Our bootstrap procedure is consistent; however, additional work is required to ascertain finite-sample properties of DEA estimators. 
Then the usual percentile confidence interval for u k with intended coverage (1 0 2a) is given by:
where indicates the 100·ath percentile of the em-
If the empirical density function of is skewed, it * Hu k,b may be preferable to center the median of the distribution on This is achieved through the following Hu . k median-bias corrected confidence intervals (see Efron 1982) :
cumulative density function and z (a) is the 100·ath percentile of the standard normal distribution so that F(z (a) ) Å a. Roughly speaking, ẑ 0 measures the discrepancy between the median of and in normal units. If there Hu* Hu is no bias, ẑ 0 Å 0, then a 1 Å a and a 2 Å 1 0 a.
The main question remains: How should be chosen? P P Since the answer depends on the estimation method M, the next section briefly discusses typical nonparametric estimators that have appeared in the literature, while §4 addresses the basic issue.
Nonparametric Frontier Estimation
The DEA approach is based on Farrell's (1957) ideas, and typically involves measurement of efficiency for a given unit (x k , y k ) relative to the boundary of the convex
More precisely, we
6 This is the definition of with varying returns to scale. If the P C DEA equality constraint in (3.1) is replaced by the inequality g i°1 , n ͚ iÅ1 this adds the origin in the feasible set and implies nondecreasing returns to scale. For constant returns to scale this constraint is suppressed. See Grosskopf (1986) .
Then the estimated input-requirement set for output level y is
The corresponding input-efficient boundary for output level y, denoted consists of the intersection of
and the closure of the compliment of
Finally, for any given point (x k , y k ), is obtained from P u k (2.9) by solving the following linear program:
In fact, measures the radial distance between the
is the level of the inputs the unit should reach in order to be on the efficient boundary of with the same level of output y k and the same P C , DEA proportion of inputs (i.e., moving from x k to x Ì (x k Éy k ) along the ray ux k ); i.e.,
Note that ⊆ C, and so is an inward-biased
the inward bias of In this case would be in-
u terpreted as the proportionate increase in inputs required to move the point (x, y) onto the boundary of computed from X.
Note that is only defined for y such that:
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The consistency of the DEA estimator of C has been investigated by KST (1995b) for the case q Å 1, who show that under very weak general conditions ((x, y) have a strictly positive density on ÌX(y))
is, P C DEA among the convex sets with monotone boundaries, the maximum likelihood estimator of C.
The convergence rate of an estimator to C depends P C on the criterion chosen to measure the discrepancy between the two sets. In this general setup, the Lebesgue measure (volume) of the symmetric difference is often chosen:
cally bounded. This means that for large values of n, the discrepancy between C and is O p (n 02/p/2 ). It is fur-P C DEA ther proved that no other estimator in the class of convex sets with monotone boundaries can converge at a faster rate. Although optimal, the achieved convergence rate is very low if p increases.
The FDH estimator proposed by Deprins et al. (1984) provides an alternative nonparametric estimate of C. The FDH estimator relaxes the assumption of convexity of C and may be defined as:
is the union of all positive orthants in the inputs P C FDH and of the negative orthants in the outputs whose origin coincides with the observed points (x i , y i ) √ X. To stress the analogy with the DEA estimator note that P C , DEA (3.6) may be rewritten as:
Therefore, definitions of and corresponding to s P ÌX(y) u k follow from (3.2) and (3.3) after replacing the con- .7) is convenient for stressing the analogy with DEA but is typically not used for computational purposes. Rather the efficiency of a given unit (x k , y k ) is easily computed by the program:
The consistency of has been investigated for the P C FDH case q Å 1 by KST (1995a KST ( , 1995b . Here, is, under P C FDH very weak general conditions, among the sets with monotone boundaries, the maximum likelihood estimator of C (the main condition being again that the density of (x, y) is strictly positive on the frontier). The convergence rate for is analyzed in KST (1995b) P C FDH w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure of the symmetric difference between an estimator and C given by (3.5). In P C this case it is proved that
) and again no other estimator, in the class of nonconvex sets with monotone boundaries, can converge with a faster rate. Note that this convergence rate is lower than for DEA estimators, due to the more general framework (no convexity assumptions).
In KST (1995a) , the Hausdorff metric is used to measure the discrepancy between C and an estimator P C:
where d(z, A) Å min w√A Éz 0 vÉ is the Euclidean distance between a point z and a set A. It is there shown that
is asymptotically bounded. This again is a very low rate of convergence when p is large.
The Bootstrap
From §2, we know that the key to successful implementation of the bootstrap is to find a reasonable estimate of the DGP, P.
. . , n}, a naive estimator of P would be the empirical distribution function defined as the discrete distribution that puts probability 1/n on each point (x i , y i ). Then a bootstrap sample X* Å i Å 1, . . . , n} would simply be ob-* * {(x , y ),
tained by randomly sampling with replacement from X along the lines of the ''correlation model'' proposed by Freedman (1981) in a regression framework. The strategy is certainly attractive since it is robust with respect to assumptions made on the DGP; however, in the also cannot be defined (see foot-P * u k note 4). In the regression framework, it is often preferable to bootstrap on the ''residuals'' (see Freedman 1981 , Wu 1986 , Efron and Tibshirani 1993 . Here, the ''residuals'' are characterized by Basing the bootstrap P u .
i on the will account for the fact that the observed in-P u i efficiencies are conditional on the observed outputs as well as the observed frontier.
In fact, the DGP may be described as follows: For a given value of y (the output vector), we know that x √ X(y). Due to the presence of inefficiency, x may not be on ÌX(y) but is generated along a fixed ray (fixed proportion of inputs) away from x Ì (xÉy). Therefore, a particular unit (x i , y i ) may be considered as being generated, conditionally on y i and on the observed proportion of inputs by the random variables
Suppose that the process generating inefficiencies u i is the following:
where F is a density function on (0, 1].
Then the DGP, P i generating x i conditionally on the observed output values y i , and on the observed proportion of inputs is completely characterized by x Ì (x i Éy i ) and F:
and finally the whole DGP is P Å (P 1 , . . . , P n ).
If ÌX(y i ) and so x Ì (x i Éy i ) were known, we could calculate u i Å (x Ì (x i Éy i ))/x i and estimate F by their empirical distribution function. Unfortunately, however, ÌX(y i ) is not known, but we can use and hence
to calculate approximate efficiency scores P u i (by the methods explained in §3). An obvious estimate of F is then the empirical distribution of the P u :
ͭ 0 otherwise.
we can generate pseudo-samples X* Å
tionally on y i and on the observed proportions of inputs of the unit i, for i Å 1, . . . , n. First, select at random with replacement i Å 1, . . . , n from . . . , P P * u u , u :
Then, for i Å 1, . . . , n, the bootstrap inputs are given by:
The general principles of §2 can now be applied: From this pseudo-sample X* we can compute and for any
In particular, consider a fixed production unit (x 0 , y 0 ). The estimation of its efficiency score depends on the chosen estimator based on the sample X. For instance, P C if DEA is used we have by (3.3):
In order to compute its efficiency score w.r.t. to X*, we have to define the corresponding estimator P * C :
Note that ⊆ which in the bootstrap world P P * C C , DEA DEA mimics the original fact ⊆ C. Then is obtained
by solving the linear program
In the bootstrap world (given may be viewed as P P * P), u 0 an estimator of in the same way as in the original P u , world (given P), is an estimator of u 0 . Formally, P u 0 by (2.11):
(4.10)
Hence, the sensitivity analysis of the efficiency of the P u 0 production unit (x 0 , y 0 ) can be achieved along the lines of §2 (correction for bias, percentile confidence interval, etc.).
In practical problems, one is typically interested in analyzing the sensitivity of the efficiency scores of the P u i original units (x i , y i ), i Å 1, . . . , n. This is discussed in §5. REMARK 1. It should be noted that and conse-P u , 0 quently are only defined if y 0°gi y i ;
. . , n (see footnote 4). Note also that (as may be less than, equal to, or greater than 1 P P* u u ) 0 0 (see §3), but if ¢ 1, then ¢ 1 with probability 1; P P* u u Of course, if a panel of data X Å {(x it , y it ); i Å 1, . . . , n; t Å 1, . . . , T} were available, the hypothesis (4.1) could then be replaced by
Then F i could be obtained from . . . , and
iT it Å 1, . . . , T could be generated according to:
This approach would be similar to that described by , but requires the assumption that the level of inefficiency does not vary over time.
REMARK 3. The DEA (or FDH) estimator may produce a large number of ostensibly efficient units with Å 1 (the number of such units is likely to increase P u i with p, the number of inputs). Consequently, F will provide a poor estimate of F near the upper bound (1) of its support (indeed, it can be shown that near the upper bound, the empirical distribution function is not a consistent estimator of F; see Efron and Tibshirani 1993 for an example). The problem is that F is (typically) by definition continuous on (0, 1], whereas with probability 1, F puts a positive mass at u Å 1. Furthermore, it is well known that it is difficult to estimate F from the empirical distribution F in the extreme tails when, as is the case here, the support of F is bounded. Note that in the context of frontier efficiency estimation, only the upper bound for u (namely u Å 1) raises a problem. In particular, bootstrap estimates may be inconsistent if this issue is not addressed.
The Smoothed Bootstrap
One way to improve the estimation of F and avoid the problem outlined in Remark 3 above is to smooth the empirical F (see Silverman and Young 1987) . A naive smoothed estimator is provided by a Gaussian kernel density estimate
where the smoothing parameter h is fixed and f is the standard normal probability density function. 9 Unfortunately, this kernel estimate does not take into account the boundary condition that t õ 1, and can be shown to be biased and inconsistent since the support of F is bounded.
The reflection method described by Silverman (1986 ) is a simple tool to overcome this difficulty. Let each point°1 be reflected by its symmetric image 2 0 ¢ 1, i P P u u i i Å 1, . . . , n, and then estimate the kernel density from the resulting set of 2n points using 9 The smoothing parameter h is sometimes called the bandwidth of the kernel density estimator in (4.14). Larger values of h produce more smoothing in the density estimate, while smaller values of h eventually lead to multiple modes in the estimated density; consequently, the bias of F h (t) increases and the variance decreases with h. For empirical applications, appropriate values of h can be found by maximizing the likelihood cross-validation function as discussed by Silverman (1986) . Note that least-squares cross-validation is unlikely to yield meaningful values for h since . . . , 2 0 . . . , 2 0 will typically contain
numerous elements equal to unity (see Silverman, p. 51-52, for a discussion of this point).
SIMAR AND WILSON Sensitivity Analysis of Efficiency Scores
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It can be proven that F s,h (t) is a consistent estimator of F for all t°1 (see Schuster 1985) . 
where is a random deviate drawn from the standard * e i normal. Similarly, let be the reflection of t i w.r.t. 1.
R t i Then we have
and Ĝ h (t) in (4.15) may be written as:
Now consider the following random generator:
Using (4.16)-(4.19), it is straightforward to prove
Finally, it may be proved by standard manipulations that the obtained bootstrap random variable has the * Hu i following properties:
where is the sample variance of . . . , i.e.,
and is the sample mean of the . . . , As is typical P P Pm u , u .
1 n when kernel estimators are used, the variance of the generated bootstrap sequence must be corrected by computing
It may be proved by straightforward manipulation that P P * E(u Éu , . . . , u ) Å Pm, and (4.26)
Thus, the sequence obtained by the smoothed boot-* u i strap has better properties than in the sense that the * Hu i variance of is asymptotically correct. The smoothed * u i bootstrap steps for generating . . . , from . . . ,
are summarized by the following steps: 
Sensitivity Analysis of the Original Efficiency Scores
In the usual application, the researcher is confronted with a set of observations X Å {(x i , y i )Éi Å 1, . . . , n} corresponding to n production units. For each of the n observed units, we wish to analyze the sensitivity of the efficiency scores estimated by . . . , The procedure P P u , u .
1 n in §4 may be followed by allowing each observation ( 
(5) Repeat steps 2-4 B times to provide for k Å 1, . . . , n a set of estimates
For large datasets, the choice of B will be constrained by available computer resources. Hall (1986) suggests setting B Å 1000 to ensure adequate coverage of the confidence intervals.
Empirical Illustration
To illustrate the methodology proposed in §5, we use data from Färe et al. (1989) on 19 electric utilities operating in 1978. The data contain information on one output (electric power, measured in KWh) and three inputs (labor, measured by average annual employment; fuel; and capital, represented by installed capacity measured in MW). Figure 1 shows the histogram of . . . , along P P u , u ,
with its smooth version for selected bandwidths h (h Å 0.07, 0.014, 0.028). As expected, small values of h give smooth density estimates, which follow the empirical density function and place too much weight near the upper bound 1. Large values of h provide oversmooth density estimates with long tails at the left (below the smallest observed value of Maximizing the likeli-P u). hood cross-validation function described by Silverman (1986) suggests an optimal value of 0.014 for h. Table 1 shows the results for the bootstrap exercise for B Å 1000 and h Å 0.014. Column 1 indicates the firm number, while columns 2-6 give the original DEA efficiency estimate, the bias-corrected estimate, the bootstrap bias estimate, the median of the bootstrapped values, and their standard deviation, respectively. The last four columns provide 95% confidence intervals for the bias-corrected efficiency estimates. The first confidence interval is based on the bias-correction formula in (2.18), while the second confidence interval was computed from the median-centering device represented in (2.19). Since in each case the median of is close to * Hu k,b the two sets of confidence intervals are similar.
The results in Table 1 reveal the sensitivity of the efficiency measures w.r.t. sampling variation. The results indicate that one should be careful in making relative comparisons of the performances among firms based on the original DEA efficiency scores For example, Firm P u . k 1 has a DEA efficiency score Å 0.8692, while Firm 2 P u 1 is ostensibly efficient with Å 1.0. With the bias-P u corrected measure in column 3, the difference is less dramatic, but still substantial. However, the last four columns show that the confidence intervals for the efficiency of the two firms overlap to a large degree. Thus, we would not say that the two firms are significantly different in terms of their technical efficiency.
The two sets of confidence intervals based on (2.18) and (2.19) are very similar, with the median-centered intervals in the last two columns of Table 1 shifted slightly to the right relative to the mean centered intervals in columns 7-8. While use of mean centering is probably more common in other bootstrap settings, the median provides a more robust measure of location than the mean when distributions are skewed as with DEA efficiency scores. The present example, however, 3b22 0012 Mp 58 Tuesday Nov 17 11:41 AM Man Sci (January) 0012 Table 2 , the bandwidth is reduced by half, while in Table 3 the band width is doubled relative to the value used in Table 1 . The results do not appear very sensitive with respect to the different bandwidths, although for h Å 0.007, more weight is given near the upper bound of u, while for h Å 0.028, the distributions are shifted slightly to the left. This is reassuring, since the literature on kernel estimation presents a variety of objective functions that could be optimized to choose the bandwidth h. 
Conclusions
Although nonparametric efficiency measures are often criticized for lacking a statistical basis, we demonstrate that, in fact, nonparametric efficiency measures do have a statistical basis. One of their chief differences from stochastic, parametric models is the implicit nature of the DGP. By focusing on the underlying DGP, we are able to use bootstrap methods to analyze the sensitivity of nonparametric efficiency scores to sampling variation. While it remains true that nonparametric efficiency models do not easily allow for noise in the data, our bootstrapping method addresses at least part of the criticism inflicted on nonparametric frontier models. All computations in our empirical examples were performed using FORTRAN code written by the authors. Computational times were trivial for the 19 observations in the Färe et al. (1989) data, although this would not be the case for large data sets. In general, the computational burden can be expected to increase both with the number of observations and the numbers of inputs and outputs. We have bootstrapped data sets with up to 322 observations and 8 dimensions in the input/output space, which required 3 hours and 46 minutes elapsed time on a SUN SPARCstation 20. More careful coding would likely reduce the required time, perhaps substantially. Given the continuing decline in the cost of CPU cycles, and the introduction of relatively inexpensive parallel processors, computational burdens for our procedure do not appear critical for most data sets that have been examined in the DEA literature.
The bootstrap estimates offered by our methodology offer several possible enhancements to typical DEA applications. For instance, one can use our methods to test for statistical significance among differences in firms' efficiency scores, much the way t ratios are used in classical regression studies. The bootstrap estimates can also be used to test hypotheses about the structure of the underlying technology, as in Simar and Wilson (1996) . Our approach requires only minimal assumptions on the DGP, allowing one to avoid more restrictive assumptions as in Banker (1996) . Finally, our approach can be used with cross-sectional data, unlike other nonparametric approaches that require panel data (e.g., Kneip and Simar 1996) . 
